Delts, Chem. E. tie for intramural tennis title

By Mark Webster

Teams from Delta Tau Delta and Chemical Engineering tied for the Intramural Tennis Championship, each scoring seven points to storm past the competition on October 16 and 17. The tie game was totally dominated by defense, as the methodical and aggressive SAEdors thumped LCA's offense. Led by Tom Basell '72 and Bill Cowlin '72, SAE's defensive line held LCA to -32 yards rushing. SAE's defensive secondary of Steve Coch '71 and Steve Reber '74 gave LCA only 22 yards in the air. In total offense, however, Lambda Chi had -10 yards for the entire game—quite a tribute to the SAE defense. In what was a rare football battle, the Lambda Chi's scored all the points against themselves. A bad snap from center over the head of quarterback Charles Smith '71 into the endzone gave SAE a safety in the first quarter. Then, in the second quarter, Bob Simonson '72 caught a long punt that was over his head. He had been running back towards his goal line, looking over his shoulder. He lost track of where he was and caught the ball on the 1-yard line. Unable to reverse field, his momentum carried him into the extreme where an alert SAE defender tagged him for points and another safety.

In the final analysis, the complete failure of the LCA offense to move the football was the decisive factor of the game. In fact, the SAE defense was so stingy that all but three LCA offensive plays in the first half were played on LCA territory. An inspired Lambda Chi defense, keyed around the pass rushing of John Lippitt '73, blanked the SAE offensive unit, a squad that averaged in excess of 20 points per game. SAE compiled 203 yards in total offense, but none of that was counted. The Lambda Chi's held time off the field and the 10-yard line. The Lambda Chi's held time off the field and the 10-yard line. The Lambda Chi's held time.

In the other singles semifinal, Paul Anderson of Ashdown beat Ken Schaub of Lambda Chi, 6-1, 6-1. Thus the Delts were tied for first place and needed only a win by Stauffer over Anderson in singles, or a Dogate-Wood victory over the Chinese Student Club 'A' team of Chang and Hiu, the other doubles finalists, to clinch the championship. However, Anderson overpowered Stauffer 6-0, 6-2 with the fine serve and volley which he displayed throughout the tournament, to win the singles title. The CSC team also went on to win in the doubles finals, 6-1, 6-3, to hold the Delts to seven points and a tie with Chem E. Ashdown and Club Latino tied for third place with five points each, and CSC 'A' was one back for third place with five points and a tie with Cheem E.
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By Nakie Minazian

The varsity soccer team registered its third shutout in its last four games on Wednesday by beating Boston College, 1-0. Despite outshooting the College by 15-10, the Tech offense stalled at the losing team's goal line. Thus added another triumph to the Tech fullbacks earned the shutout.

The boaters opened the play early in the game by coming on with good ball control and a well-played short-passing game, keeping the ball on the offensive half of the field for most of the period. However, they failed to convert many of the passes into and around the goal area and missed several good scoring opportunities. In the second period, the story started off much the same, but with Boston College starting to mount somewhat of an attack, the Tech fullbacks could not control the ball and went to midfield. For most of the rest of the game, the situation prevailed, with the two Tech fullbacks pressing up with the offense, and a long clearing kick from the BC fullbacks catching them up for a BC fast break.

With about 30 seconds left in the first half, center forward Rick Eskin '72 dribbled into the penalty area and beat a defender. Setting up the shot he was stopped by a BC handball and awarded a penalty kick, but failed to convert it, leaving (he score at 0-0 at the half.
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